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On-demand support delights customers with convenient, intelligent and extraordinary experiences. With the 
onset of the digital age, customer support is headed toward being on demand - not just always “on,” but also 
always relevant, responsive to consumer desire. The holy grail is of course, on support i.e. resolution of issues, 
even before they occur. Today, enterprises have started investing in On-demand support capabilities to serve 
their customers far more efficiently. The rationale for On-demand support and the phases involved in creating an 
On-demand support model are explained in detail in this thought paper.

Imagine this scenario not too far ahead in the future. Your 
customer Jane realizes she is late in planning a party for her 
five year old daughter. She rushes back from office, as her 
SatNav lets her know the shortest route home based on traffic 
conditions. Meanwhile her smartphone is connected to an 
in-car device, that projects smart phone information like 
email, so she can finish any pending work. 

She can also use that to access home information like 
security systems or program her virtual nanny to check her 
refrigerator, and order for groceries. Nanny opens the 
refrigerator that has a built-in sensor to order groceries from 
the nearby store, using a built-in payment gateway. The 
gateway triggers an authentication alert on Jane’s watch that 
needs her facial recognition to authorize the transaction. 
Reaching home, Jane proceeds to her Ubi (a Wi-Fi connected 
voice operated home assistant) to look up her smartphone 
directory, to call parents of her daughter’s friends, to invite 
their children for the party. Meanwhile her groceries come 
drone delivered to her house. Isn’t Jane cool? 

All of this wouldn’t have been possible if devices in Jane’s ecosystem weren’t sharing information with each other 
constantly. In a perfect world all the devices, networks and data highways are expected to work flawlessly. The bits 
and bytes that exist between the devices, allow cognitive insights to flow into a receptor to constantly recognize 
patterns, enabling the fulfillment of the next transaction in the series. Much like how Uber is reengineering the car 
industry. But how are they doing it?

Today, data is constantly trying to fill in the information highway in a dynamic, real time manner. It can rearrange itself, 
reform and reshape constantly. It uses analytics and insights to understand and proactively interact in this connected 
ecosystem. If that is going to be the norm, just imagine what would happen in Jane’s case, if one of her devices failed 
to connect or erroneously connected or shared information? Imagine a scenario if a thousand different Janes were to 
confront the same problem.



On-Demand customer experience is in demand

The three “Rises” accelerating the need for On-Demand Support
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Today’s customers aren’t brand conscious, they are 
experience conscious. Any device or interaction that 
takes away from this experience will make them switch 
over in no time. They require an “On-demand” customer 
experience from you.

In the example of Jane above, would you know who 
owned the customer? Was it the devices company or 
was it the network provider or was there a third 
aggregator (unknown to Jane) that was actually holding 
the experience together and therefore owning Jane? The 
provider who is able to resolve Jane’s outage first will 
have her mind share. And that is key to survival.

In an IOT world, multiple devices, multiple transactions 
and multiple ecosystems including the home and 
enterprise are being touched in these simple 
transactions. This means that the support of the devices, 
infrastructure and networks have to be seamless to 
ensure perfect customer experience. It won’t be unless 
your support strategy moves at a faster pace than your 
product life cycle and is practically On-Demand.

The share of mind is the big battleground and whoever 
“owns the customer” is really owning the intelligence 
that the customer chooses to reveal. Companies whose 
support ecosystem is all about creating cognitive 
insights using automation, self-healing technologies 
and analytics to get a uniquely proactive view of 
changing customers’ preferences and reduce choice 
fragmentation will succeed in differentiating 
themselves. 

It started with BYOD and integrated home and office networks, allowing 
employees to bring in their own devices that carried both personal and 
official data. This meant enterprises had to deal with new norms around 
security, authorization matrices and eliminate any disruptions to 
employee productivity.

Today’s service desk has intelligent processes built around automated 
modules that not just resolves employee queries, but pre-emptively 
manages possible IT disruptions. Same is the case with enterprise 
security. It is no longer the norm to react to a security outage, It has to 
be predicted and in cases pre-empted using the latest technologies 
available to enterprises. The world is moving increasingly to a 
preventive model and that is where the role of support is magnified 
without exaggeration.

For instance, a large Insurance major tried to introduce online services on their mobile interface, to provide flexible 
options for their users recently. However, their IT architecture was complex – with multiple interdependent systems 
that made it difficult to build mobile solutions. 
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Rise of the 
Consumerization of IT

Rise of the “eco system”
Broker

Rise of the On-Demand
Customer Service

Rise of the Consumerization of IT1
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The insurance major implemented a mobile strategy with CSS Corp ensuring 3.6 million of their members could use 
the self-service capabilities. How? By using virtual ID cards on their smart devices. They could look for hospitals and 
doctors near their location, change their information on the go etc. The insurance company has become more 
customer-centric and competitive, while ensuring quality healthcare at the fingertips its customers, anytime, 
anywhere.

The second key disruptor is the fact that Device to Device, Machine to Machine interactions are becoming extremely 
lean. That also means a self-sustaining model that may require the need for an aggregator who can manage an 
extremely connected ecosystem. If that is going to be the standard, then the need for real time analytics driven insights 
and automated problem resolution becomes even more integral to your support strategy. Take for instance the CSS 
Corp Automated Support Management Systems. Equipped with cognitive insights and pattern mapping from past 
instances, the system is able to proactively gauge outage occurrences, based on log correlation of instances, ensuring 
enterprise systems are never shutting down, except for scheduled maintenances.  

A large US Networking company has reinforced its brand image by extending hassle free pre-emptive support with 
CSS Corp. The changing demographics of their customer base, necessitated new support channels. They created a 
platform, with a mobile app interface, that could pre-emptively manage all the support needs for smart connected 
homes. End-users on this platform, could set-up updates, create rules for internet usage or even chat with a support 
advisor if they experienced a problem. Now this is what you call creating unparalleled customer experience. By being 
the eco-system broker, our customers now have a glitch-free home experience. 
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Rise of the Broker

This is all about the customer’s changing perception of customer experience. If waiting for 10 minutes for an incident 
resolution was alright a decade ago, now the wait time is in seconds. And it is not far away, when customers will 
expect their services and products to work seamlessly. A single instance of a substandard interaction could mean an 
absolute brand erosion that could via the social or digital media influence many consumers (current or potential) to 
rethink their choices. In support engagements, there are both predicted as well as unplanned, spikes in support 
transactions that occur either in response to promotions or due to extenuating circumstances. In either case, it is 
imperative that the support partner has the on boarded bandwidth to take on this spike.

During the holiday season, a global streaming device major faced one of their biggest nightmares. Their streaming 
service was down, as their ISP was facing connectivity issues. The volume of calls to the support center started to 
swell and people were waiting in queues to speak to customer service agents. 

CSS Corp’s analytics led support team looked at the spike in support calls and interactions, and pro-actively fixed the 
issue by intimating the customers about the issue in social media channels and resolution options from the ISP. This 
definitely ensured fewer calls to the support center and also created a positive impact in the minds of the customers. 

Rise of the On-Demand Customer Service
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The ability to support smart infrastructure, smart networks, smart data and the smart customer will be the next holy 
grail for all enterprises. Big Data & Analytics, AI, Self-Optimizing Networks, Augmented Reality and RPA/RSA will 
mean enterprises now have to work with vendors who can actually architect the customer experience milestone and 
integrate all of these elements into a predictable framework. 

The framework will then baseline the aggregated experiences of customers. These are then continuously evaluated on 
a real time basis to be able to drive intelligent responses to the devices. Of course there is always a chance that 
devices will fail or networks will give way. But the built-in intelligence will detect these using pattern recognition much 
before they actually occur, to effectively improve customer experience. 

An enhanced support framework that allows constant monitoring, management and proactive resolution of 
occurrences even before they arise. A continuous framework that allows customers to move the experience needle 
from Reactive to Proactive experience. 

Seizing the On-Demand opportunity

Five stages of Active Delivery Framework (ADF): Tech Support Capability Maturity Model

Pre-emptive

Reactive
Issue is fixed once it is

reported by the end-user

Responsive
Real time issue

resolution

Ensure that the issue
does not occur

Predictive
Rlevant insights to

predict the conditions

Proactive
Issue prevention by

implementing intelligence
in the system

ADF is CSS Corp’s  proprietary tech support capability maturity framework
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Phases in creating an On-Demand Support Model

Integrating CRM and KM 

Aligning your business 
systems, channel integration 
and Knowledge Management 
Integration should be the first 
priorities. These should be 
integrated into a dashboard 
that reactively monitors sum 
total of customer interactions. 

1 Integrating the Customer 
facing and Internal Systems

The second level of integration 
will involve aligning your front 
end, business facing ecosystem 
with the back end internal IT 
along with Automation, AI, 
Intelligent Networks, Dev Ops, 
Big Data and Analytics 
embedded into the overall IT and 
business framework. 

2 Integrating and streamlining Channel 
experience

Customer channels and experience 
frameworks need to coagulate into a single 
window managed by an aggregator. Because 
that will be the glue that holds your system 
together, be able to manage peaks and 
troughs of your business in a real time basis, 
work across disaggregated environments, 
with a dynamic pricing structure that allows 
the enterprise to optimize business outcomes.
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Closing points
It’s a whole new world of customers out there. In this age of ‘Youniverse' that allows products and 
services to focus on individual experience, calibration of delight needs to be augmented by analytics 
and data. The ability to connect with customers, send them alerts, just let them know you are nearby so 
that they could interact with you at will, involves managing intelligent networks and making the data 
relevant so that the communication exchange is beneficial. 

In this era of complex processes that are now a merging series of steps and workflows through a single 
gesture or facial recognitions, implies the infusion of cognitive and automated technologies to 
understand these simple tasks which are far more complicated than they are.

You can’t rely on your sixth sense to make sense of it all. You need to invest in a partner who is 
continuously supporting a growing base of technology products and services, Has a deep 
understanding of the changing customer behavior and one who is  deeply committed to creating a 
predictable customer experience each time - every time. So that your customer never leaves you. 

With technology, devices and applications crowding an already bursting at the seams economy, 
customer ownership is what will enable your brand to survive and be relevant.  

Welcome to the world of On-Demand support


